
Proven to be a best seller in the beauty supply 
industry, the EyeVac makes cleaning tile, wood, or 
any kind of hard flooring easier than ever.
Shop EyeVac

Known worldwide as the ultimate product for EPA 
registered disinfection in salons, barbershops and 
spas, the iconic blue liquid is trusted and effective.
Shop All Cleaners and Sanitizers

Minerva’s collection features everything from 
Colortrak galaxy glitter bowls to disposable nitrile 
salon gloves, and so much more.
Shop All Hair Coloring Tools

Mannequin head stands are essential to 
the education, growth and success of salon 
professionals and the beauty industry as a whole.
Shop All Mannequin Head Stands

Provide your salon staff with comfortable cutting 
stools for the option to take a seat during the 
hustle and bustle of everyday salon life.
Shop All Technician and Hair Cutting Stools

Social media holds a lot of power and influence 
in our world today, which is why creating a salon 
space filled with instagrammable moments is key.
Shop All Salon Lighting

We’ve got the salon supplies equipped for every 
customer in mind.
Shop Hair Cutting Cape
Shop Booster Seat

 1 Carts, Trolleys, & Trays
Ensure your beauty professionals have the 
organization, flexibility, storage, and mobility they 
need to succeed. 
Shop All Carts, Trolleys, & Trays

  2 Salon & Barber Anti-Fatigue Mats
Reduce the discomfort and fatigue hairdressers 
are subject to from standing on a hard floor for 
an extended period of time.
Shop All Anti-Fatigue Mats

 3 Salon Chair Covers
Before one drop of hair color comes near your 
new salon chair, ensure it’s protected with 
Minerva’s custom clear vinyl styling chair cover.
Shop All Chair Covers

 4 Professional Blow Dryers for Hair Stylists
Investing in professional tested, salon-quality hair 
dryers will save you stress, time, and money in the 
long run.
Shop All Hot Tools

 5 Hair Stylists Capes, Aprons, & Salon Apparel
From trendy aprons to all-purpose capes, shop 
functional, durable, and professional-grade salon 
apparel that makes a statement. 
Shop Apparel

 6 Partex Bleach Guard Salon Towels
This bleach-resistant salon towel is tested, 
approved, and universally trusted by hairdressers 
and salon professionals across the globe. 
Shop All Towels

 7 Hot Towel Cabinet
Offering clients a hot towel while they wait for 
their appointment is an easy and affordable way 
to attract and retain loyal customers.
Shop All Hot Towel Cabinets and UV Sanitizers

 8 EyeVac Pro Electronic Dustpan

  9 BARBICIDE® Disinfectant & Wipes

 10 Hair Coloring Tools, Bowls, & Brushes

 11 Mannequin Head Stands

 12 Technician & Hair Cutting Stools

 13 Ring Lights

 14 Kid’s Hair Cutting Cape & Salon Booster Seat

Salon Supplies Checklist
14 Essential Salon Supplies You May Forget
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